
How to Sew a Facemask with Ties
From Rose Costumes

Step 1.
Using two different patterns to denote sides cut
two panels of fabric, noting registration marks.
Lay them over top of each other, right side out,
the registration marks to pin pleats. Sew pleats
down with 1/4" seam allowance.
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What you need:
2 pieces of non-stretch cotton
fabric (or a blend), cut according
to the included pattern (at end
of guide)
2 pieces of 40" double fold bias
tape (or homemade strips)
2 Pieces of 4" double fold bias
tape (or homemade strips)
Sewing supplies: thread,
scissors, pins
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A variation on the tutorial: "A.B. Mask by a Nurse for a Nurse" by Jessica Nandino
https://www.instructables.com/id/AB-Mask-for-a-Nurse-by-a-Nurse/



How to Sew a Facemask with Ties
From Rose Costumes

Step 2.
Unfold the 4" pieces of bias tape or fabric strips and pin to
end of mask, lining up edges. Sew down edge, then flip
over to opposite side and fold strip over. Tuck and sew
down. Repeat on opposite end, and trim off excess.
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Step 3.
Using the same technique as above, sew the 40" pieces of
bias tape or fabric strips to top edge of mask. Sew down
edge to the mask only (don't continue down the strips).
repeat on bottome edge of mask.



How to Sew a Basic Facemask
From Rose Costumes

Step 4:
At one end of the strips, unfold a 2" section then tuck and
fold into itself. Sew down the strip, along the mask, and to
the opposite end of the strip, tucking and folding as above.
Repeat on opposite strip, and you are done!
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The Rose Costumes Mask Making Initiative
The Coronavirus pandemic has resulted in a shortage of surgical masks needed by
healthcare professionals around the world. 
 
We want to do our part to provide homemade face masks to institutions,
organizations, and individuals who are NOT directly treating Coronavirus. 
 
If individuals and organizations who are not treating the virus have face masks of
their own, it will free up the supply of CDC certified surgical and N95 masks for
healthcare professionals who are on the front lines of this pandemic.
 
 For more information on what we do and how you can take part, visit
rosecostumes.com 

Spcial thanks to Jessica Nandino for designing this pattern, and to all of
the frontline workers fighting COVID-19.




